The quantum dynamical behavior of the Van der Waals molecule (N& and that of the ordered a and y phases of solid N2 have recently been calculated, starting from the same ab initio Nz-Nz potential. By interpreting the results of these calculations we try to improve our understanding of the librationlinternal rotation motions of the N 2 monomers and the orientational order-disorder (a-p) phase transition. Some new results are presented and further (mean-field and libron-model) calculations are proposed which assess explicitly the intermolecular pair correlation effects caused by the anisotropic interaction potential.
Introduction
Van der Waals molecules, which are weakly bound complexes of normal molecules, can be considered as small segments of molecular crystals. The study of these complexes in conjunction with molecular crystals is very illustrative and useful. In the first place, their dynamical behaviour, although it lacks the collective aspects, shows many of the typical characteristics found in molecular solids. Here, we concentrate on orientational order-disorder transitions, i.e., the transitions from bending vibrations (librations) to more or less free internal rotations. Classical Monte Carlo calculations [ 11 on ( C O Z )~ clusters with n = 2 to 13 have shown that complexes as small as dimers ( n = 2) exhibit remarkably sharp order-disorder phase transitions, as a function of temperature. Since Van der Waals molecules are considerably simpler than molecular crystals, their dynamical properties can be calculated in much more detail by both classical and quantum mechanical methods.
Second, Van der Waals molecules provide the most sensitive tests of intermolecular potentials, especially in the physically important region around the Van der Waals minimum [2] . Although it has also been advocated [3] that molecular crystals and, in particular, their phonon dispersion relations, are very useful in this respect, we note that the route from the intermolecular potential to the phonon frequencies that can be compared with experiment, involves approximations, such as the assumption of pairwise additivity for the potential and the (usually harmonic) model for the lattice dynamics. For simple Van der Waals molecules, on the other hand, accurate dynamical calculations can be performed which lead directly from a given potential to the rovibrational spectrum.
As an example we study nitrogen. Apart from extensive work [3, 4] on solid Nz, which has two ordered ( a and y) phases and one orientationally disordered (0) this work is concerned with extracting empirical N2-N2 interaction potentials [3] from the experimental data. Recently, a detailed N2-N2 potential has been obtained from ab initio calculations [8, 9] . This potential has been successfully used in lattice dynamics studies [ 101 on a and y N2 and, at the same time, in accurate dynamical calculations [ l 11 on the Van der Waals molecule (N2)2. In the present paper, we discuss some new results and ways to extract further useful information.
Lattice Dynamics of Solid N2
Using the ab initio N2-N2 potential in its site-site representation [9] with the force centres shifted on the N-N axes, away from the nuclei, Luty et al. The results [ 101 are generally in good agreement with experiment: lattice constants, cohesion energy, the phonon frequencies and their pressure or volume dependence (Griineisen parameters). This is the more satisfactory since no adjustments of the ab initio potential to the crystal data have been made (in contrast with the usual semiempirical treatments [3] ). For the translational phonon modes the agreement is almost perfect: the frequencies are only 4% higher than the neutron scattering results (1 1% higher if one neglects anharmonicity). For the librational modes the agreement is somewhat less good: the frequencies are overestimated by 28% on the average (34% in the harmonic model). Also these modes do not soften sufficiently with increasing temperature. This is not surprising, however, as the librational displacements are actually not small even at low temperature (estimated [3] root-mean-square displacement 17 deg at T = 20 K). When the temperature rises to the a-/3 phase transition point, the N2 rotations in the crystal become more and more free. So Dunmore [16] who has summed the intermolecular potential over six shells (86 neighboring molecules) in the a -N z lattice, but has still neglected terms in the crystal potential which have nonazimuthal symmetry around the equilibrium N2 axes (i.e., the 6 dependence of the mean-field potential). In all these libron treatments it has been assumed that the translational vibrations of the molecules in the lattice are completely decoupled from the angular motions. Actually, in crystals which have inversion symmetry, such as N2, the translations and the librations do separate at some points in the Brillouin zone (for the optical modes at q = 0, for instance), but the translational displacements still influence the effective librational potential. This effect is neglected by keeping the molecules with their centres fixed at the lattice points.
Here, we present some new results obtained by utilizing the same ab initio N2-N2 potential [9] that was used previously in the harmonic and SCP lattice dynamics calculations [lo] . Instead of the site-site representation, we have now employed the spherical expansion of this potential, however, which is more convenient in this case and which has also been used for the (N2)z dimer [ 111 (see Sec. 3). The spherically expanded potential reads for a pair of molecules A and B:
with R being the distance between the centres of A and B, 8A,@A and 0 B , @ B describing the orientations of the molecular axes and 0 and CP the orientation of the vector R, relative to some lattice coordinate system. The expression in brackets is a 3-j symbol [ 181. The ab initio calculations [8, 9] have demonstrated that anisotropic terms in potential (1) up to LA = LB = 4 inclusive are important; actually some higher terms were included as well [9] .
Summing this potential over six shells (86 neighbouring molecules), just as Dunmore [ 161, but making no further approximations, mean-field calculations have been carried out [ 191 for a-N2 in the cubic Pa3 structure [4] . The spherical harmonic basis was extended t o j = 10 (66 functions) for ortho-Nz and t o j = 9 (55 functions) forpara-N2.
The results listed in Table I demonstrate that this is sufficient to converge the ground state cohesion energy to within 0.5 cm-' and the first excitation energy to within 1 cm-' ; the mean-field iterations were always convergent in three cycles.
The first excitation frequency 50 cm-I is very close to the value of 5 1 cm-I calculated by Dunmore [ 161, which is surprising as our anisotropic ab initio Nz-Nz potential [9] is rather different from the empirical potential used by Dunmore [ 161, see Table 11 . The difference between orfho-N2 and para-Nz crystals is small. Actually, it would be interesting if this difference could be observed since it presents a measure for the degree of orientational rigidity of the N2 crystal phases (y, a, and p). In the completely rigid case, the ortho-andpara-Nz results would be identical [ 161; if the N2 molecules are free internal rotors, such as H2 molecules in the solid, the excitation It is striking that the mean-field spectrum is very similar to that of a two-dimensional harmonic oscillator, just as Dunmore [ 161 has found with his empirical potential. This justifies the application of his libron model, in order to take the pair correlation effects into account. It appeared [ 161 that, for q = 0, this gives a significant lowering of the mean-field librational frequencies bringing them into good agreement with the experimental values. We intend to proceed with this model and, also, we will attempt to include the effects of the translational lattice vibrations by combining the libron model with the self-consistent phonon model or by a renormalization procedure.
Dynamics of the Van der Wads Molecule (N&
The questions which are pertinent to the understanding of the librational motions in solid N 2 and the a-p phase transition, what is the importance of pair correlation effects and how well does the libron model account for these effects, can be answered explicitly for the (N2)2 dimer. The dynamics of this dimer is also interesting by itself, however, since the (N2)2 complex can be expected to lie between a normal molecule with a near-rigid nuclear framework and a system in which the nuclear positions are completely undefined. We are familiar with the latter situation for electrons in atoms and molecules; for the nuclei it is rather unusual, but it occurs in noble gas-H2 [2] and (H2)2 [20, 21] complexes where the H2 molecules are practically free quantum mechanical internal rotors.
The ab initio potential [9] 
mA,mn and the radial (Morse oscillator) functions (in terms of normalized associated Laguerre functions L;) as [23] 
xn(R) = pl/2y(cu+1)/2e-Y/2L::O,),
with
Using this basis the secular problem over the full Hamiltonian The results were compared with harmonic oscillator model results [ l 11 , in order to analyze the character of the vibrations in terms of normal modes. In the ground state the near-rigid harmonic oscillator limit is not too unrealistic (cf. the zero-point energy in Table 111 ), although the librational amplitudes are not small (see Fig. 1 ). The first angularly excited states are still localised (cf. the B: state in Fig. 1, which is mainly the 4 fundamental) and lying just below the tops of the effective internal rotation barriers, but they are strongly anharmonic already (cf. the fundamental frequencies in Table 111 ) and penetrate into the classically forbidden regions around 6 = 0" and 4 = 180". In the higher excited states, such as the first excited A: state which corresponds with the 4 overtone (Fig. l) , the monomers rotate almost freely. intermediate range the internal rotations are free in specific directions. As a function of temperature one should be able to observe an orientational order-disorder transition, just as in the solid (but at lower temperatures, since the dimer is floppier than the solid, and without a sharp transition point).
The secular problem with basis (4) is analogous to the full configuration interaction 
47.1
problem in electronic structure calculations. So the ro-vibrational states which emerge from this calculation are fully correIated (within the given finite basis). Speaking in terms of solid lattice dynamics, this means that all the (pair) correlations between the monomer librations and also the coupling with the translational vibrations (the dimer stretch) are exactly included. In analogy with electronic structure theory, one can look at the natural orbitals which diagonalize the first order density matrix [25, 26] ; this density matrix can be obtained for each ro-vibrational state from the full configuration interaction function in terms of basis (4) by integrating over the coordinates of all particles except one. As particles one could take the individual nuclei, but it seems more natural in this case where the centre of mass translational motion is separated off, the monomer stretch vibrations are decoupled and we are interested in the monomer librational motions, the dimer stretch and the overall rotation to define the 
where the "one-particle" term and the pair term are defined as and the mean-field wave functions \C/B can be expanded as Since these functions \C/B must be the eigenvectors of the mean-field Hamiltonian H F F which is analogous to Eq. (7) and contains the functions $ A , the problem has to be solved self-consistently. The expectation values over the dimer stretch coordinate R can be evaluated if this coordinate is also included in the mean-field procedure by defining an effective radial Hamiltonian (averaging the full Hamiltonian (3) over the angular wave functions \C/A$/B). Alternatively, one can decouple the dimer stretch motion by solving the mean-field problem, Eqs. (7) to (lo), for fixed distance R. Doing this for various R values, one obtains an effective radial potential in the Born-Oppenheimer sense, which can be used, then, to generate the radial solutions.
The latter way of decoupling the radial coordinate R from the angular problem by freezing it at various values, has just been performed [27] , not for the mean-field problem but for full Hamiltonian (3). The results for R = R, = 3.46 A and R = ( R ) incorrect. At R = ( R ) , the ground state average distance in the full calculation, the levels up to about 20 cm-1 above the ground state are quite well represented. These correspond with angular excitations [ 1 11; apparently, the barriers to internal rotations felt by the monomers at R = ( R ) are similar to the effective barriers in the full calculation (whereas at R = R, they are much higher). Around 25 cm-l above the ground state, the level ordering for R = ( R ) begins to deviate more strongly from the ordering in the full calculation. This is due to the interaction (Fermi resonance) between the angular overtones and the first dimer stretch excitation at 33 cm-'. We conclude that freezing R at ( R ) (which might be the experimental ground state average distance) yields reasonable values for the fundamental libration frequencies, as well as for the tunneling frequency. The energy levels calculated [27] for a range of (frozen) distances R form a set of potential curves for the radial problem. For the ground state the minimum in the curve lies at R = 3.65 A, which is substantially larger than Re = 3.46 A. (Since the curve is asymmetric the average distance will still be larger; cf. ( R ) = 3.79 A in the full calculation.) Solving for the levels in these one-dimensional effective radial problems is called the Born-Oppenheimer angular radial separation (BOARS) method [ 281. The shift in the lowest energy levels from the full (LC-RAMP) calculation to the R = ( R ) levels in Figure 2 is due to the zero-point energy in the stretch coordinate R , which is not included in the frozen R calculations. The results obtained for R = ( R ) indicate that the BOARS method could give reasonable answers for the lowest excitation frequencies, although the conditions on which this scheme is based [28] are certainly not fulfilled for (N2)2.
Next, we wish to proceed with the mean-field model, using the procedure outlined in Eqs. (7) to (lo), and to test the various libron models [15-171 for describing the effect of the pair correlations in (N2)2 and looking at orientational order-disorder transitions. The mean-field "orbitals" (10) can be useful, moreover, as a basis for the full dynamical problem, instead of the free rotor basis (5). They might help in reducing the size of the secular problem over the exact Hamiltonian ( 3 ) which becomes quite formidable for the higher J states [ 1 11.
